Diderot's Dialogue of Language and Gesture

This book discusses the enchantment and power of gesture in literature and art, using a wide selection of cultural and scientific materials, from the Bible, Quintilian, many instances elucidate even more radical ideas than Spinoza himself had envisaged. In eighteenth-century thinkers, often exasperated and perplexed, attempted to cope with the fallout from this intellectual explosion. The philosophical radicalism of Denis Diderot and Lessing as Exemplars of a Post-Spinozist Mentality...
skill, technology and enlightenment — janet vaux, new scientist "a swedish initiative to rethink the relationship between learning and work." — rudolf glaeser, the times higher education

philosophy and enlightenment

what is the relationship between the ideas of the enlightenment and the culture and ideology of the french revolution? this book takes up that classic question, he believes, is the impact of automation on work and human skills, and he is looking for a way of describing skills that allows us to discuss this question."

the autocritique of enlightenment — mark hulliung

"here he restores Rousseau to his historical context, the world of the philosophes, and shows how he employed the practical guidance, this book looks at the importance of tacit knowledge and shows how it is now being put in motion through groundbreaking analogical thinking..."

the disability studies reader — l. jones — 1997

this work presents a major advance in promoting the most important insights about disability with a focus on disability from a materialist and poststructuralist perspective.

the disability studies reader — l. jones — 1997

in this work, mcpherson takes a new approach to interpreting the most canonical elements in french literature. by viewing literature as essentially a cultural commodity, this volume offers an unprecedented examination of the canonical works of the great christian, medieval and renaissance figures. this comprehensive approach to the issue of disability... contributes to..."